MEDIA PERMISSION for: Brain Candy Live/ Follow @westernuscience Contest

Permission: I grant to Western and its representatives, the right to use, reproduce, distribute, and broadcast my image, including my name, voice, likeness and affiliation with Western captured in such recordings in any media now known or later developed as well as my name for promoting, publicizing or explaining Western and its activities and for administrative, educational or research purposes. This right also extends to any of the contents performed, created or provided by me, which are captured in any recordings, such as my performances, artwork, compositions or similar materials. This right is irrevocable, royalty-free, worldwide, non-exclusive and transferable.

Ownership: I acknowledge that Western owns all rights to the images and recordings.

Waiver: I waive:
  i. Any right to inspect or approve the use of the images or recordings or of any written copy;
  ii. All moral rights; and
  iii. Any right to royalties or other compensation arising from or related to the use of the images, recordings or materials.

Other: I am not a member of any performers union or guild and I am of the age of majority.

Name of Participant (Please Print) Date

Signature

Privacy Statement: Western collects personal information under the authority of the University of Western Ontario Act, 1982, as amended. The information is related directly to and utilized by Western for the purposes of recruitment, program development, administration, and other related activities. The information may be used by Western in its publications including, but not limited to, printed publications, poster displays, electronic publications and websites, external media or other promotional media that supports Western’s education initiatives and programs. Questions about this collection, use, or disclosure of personal information should be directed to the Associate Vice-President, Department of Communications and Public Affairs, Western University, Westminster Hall, Suite 360, London, ON, N6A 3K7, tel: 661-2111, ext. 85469.